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Executive Summary
1. The Great Himalaya Trail-Climate Smart Celebrity Trek (GHT-CSCT) was a 1555 km
long trek traversing through twenty-two districts along the length of the Himalayas in
Nepal. The trek was organized by Himalayan Climate Initiative (HCI), a civil society led
national initiative to build a peaceful, prosperous and climate resilient Nepal. HCI is a
duly incorporated not-for-profit organization.
2. The goal of GHT-CSCT was to raise awareness of the effects of climate change on the
Himalayan ecosystems and communities, to promote sustainable and pro-poor tourism
along the trail as potential climate adaptation strategy, and to establish GHT as Nepal’s
new sustainable tourism product- contributing both to poverty alleviation, and building
economic and climate resilience of local communities. The goal was supposed to be met
through active engagement with celebrities, Government of Nepal, Local Communities,
Private Sector Partners, and Media.
3. HCI engaged Apa Sherpa (21 times Mt. Everest Summitteer) and Dawa Steven Sherpa (2
times Everest Summitteer) to lead the effort. Apa Sherpa was engaged as a celebrity
while Dawa Steven Sherpa was engaged for his organizational skills. The Sherpa duo coled GHT-CSCT starting from Kathmandu on 15th January, 2012 and getting back on 22nd
April, 2012 thus spending a whopping 99 days promoting the cause.
4. The trek began from Ghunsa village in the Kangchenjunga in the east, and ended at
Darchula in the far-west border of Nepal with India. The renowned mountaineers and
climate champions, Apa Sherpa and Dawa Steven Sherpa were joined by a photographer,
Sameer Jung Thapa, and a journalist, Saurav Dhakal, forming a 4 member core-team that
walked the entire length of the trail interacting with local communities, government
officials and civil society and media representatives along the way. Several Foreign
trekkers also joined the trek at various stages- all helping the cause.
5. Several International dignitaries and celebrities, notably Al Gore- former vice president
of USA and a Nobel Laureate, Robert Zoellick- World bank president, Joanna Lumley- a
British celebrity championing the cause of Gurkha soldiers in British Army, Reinhold
Messner- famous mountaineer, Aga khan- a leading muslim spiritual leader lauded HCI’s
and Apa’s efforts and wished them their best. Unfortunately, most of them sent their
apologies for not being able to join the trek owing to other commitments. Craig Glenday,
the editor-in-chief of the Guiness Book of world records met Apa on GHT-CSCT at
Melamchi, Sindhupalchowk district to hand him over his official Guiness World Record
Certificate amidst a press meet organized there.
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6. Rt. Honorable President of Nepal Dr. Ram Baran Yadav showed his support from the
GHT-CSCT and the cause it stands for by flagging off the team of trekkers at a public
and media-attended gathering. The endorsement received from the Rt. Hon. Prime
Minister led Climate Change Council, the apex body of the Government of Nepal to deal
with issues related to climate change, helped establish the connection between GHT and
climate change, and ensure the support of the government entities.
7. The involvement of Ministers, Secretaries and senior officials of different ministries and
government offices at different places on the trek helped raise the profile of the trek, and
ensured better media engagement. It also showed the commitment of the GoN towards
the development of GHT. HCI continues to collaborate with the Ministry of Environment
and other government bodies to establish sustainable tourism as one of the adaptation
strategies to battle climate change in the Himalayas while providing economic and
educational opportunities for the deprived communities along the trail.
8. GHT-CSCT received high level of support and endorsement from the government as well
as foreign diplomatic missions in Kathmandu, I/NGOs and prominent private sectors
organizations- local and global. GHT/CSCT activities were covered extensively by
national and international media.
9. The wide-ranging support and coverage received by the GHT-CSCT has provided a
platform for Nepal to take leadership in addressing climate change, adaptation and
development needs of high mountain communities through sustainable and pro-poor
tourism. HCI is working on projecting the GHT as ‘Frontline of Climate Change
Battle’ and has formed a ‘Climate Alliance of Himalayan communities’ along the
GHT. HCI is committed to continue bringing the support of national and international
celebrities and champions of issues faced by mountain communities to bring the rightful
support to the climate vulnerable people along the GHT.
10. Although GHT-CSCT was successful in achieving its objectives of raising awareness
about the climate change situation along the GHT, and in promoting sustainable tourism
as an adaptation strategy, much work remains to be done to properly realize the vision of
developing GHT as ‘World’s First Climate Smart Trail.’ Along with compiling,
collating of pictures, videos and stories from the GHT-CSCT, HCI is currently
conducting a ‘Research on Climate Adaptation Needs of Communities in Nepal’s
Himalayas along the Great Himalayan Trail’ in 20 districts along the GHT. HCI does
recognize that such research needs to be even more comprehensive, and therefore needs
much bigger resource. Yet, on the basis of this research, HCI is working on developing a
‘Climate Smart Living framework’ based on a list of indicators to help build GHT into
a model sustainable tourism development project.
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11. The sharing of only a very few of high-quality pictures (1000s of them), videos (400 GB
of High Definition Video) and stories and anecdotes from the trek of the vulnerabilities
and struggles of Himalayan communities at various press events helped GHT-CSCT
articulate vividly the impacts of climate change on mountain communities to the
mainstream media and at policy discourses. HCI is seeking resources to make use of
these extensive communication materials as a tool for government of Nepal and its
development partners to showcase the plight of Himalayas and Himalayan communities
in the wake of Climate Change. Such tool will also help Nepal’s cause in International
Climate Negotiations.
12. Finally, it is of utmost importance to seize the momentum and attention raised by GHTCSCT to start a multi-sectoral initiative under the leadership of Government of Nepal,
and in collaboration with Nepal’s development partners, Private Sector, NGOs/CBOS to
enable the communities living along the GHT to increase their economic and climate
resilience, and to ensure a sustainable and prosperous future for them. A Climate Smart
GHT is possible, and Nepal will accomplish it with everyone’s support.
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION
GREAT HIMALAYA TRAIL –CLIMATE SMART CELEBRITY TREK (GHT-CSCT)
The Great Himalaya Trail (GHT)
The Great Himalaya Trail aptly described as “one trail to rule them all” traverses through some
of the most rugged and breathtaking mountain landscapes on earth and passes beneath eight of
the world’s highest peaks. GHT is a new long distance walking trail along the length of the
Himalayas promoted by the Government of Nepal. GHT is made up of a network of existing
trails from Kanchenjunga in the East to Darchula/Humla in the west.
Climate Smart Celebrity Trek (CSCT)
CSCT was a trek to raise awareness on the effects of climate change on the Himalayan
ecosystem and people, to promote pro-poor sustainable tourism as a potential Climate adaptation
tool and to position the Great Himalaya Trail as Nepal’s new sustainable tourism product,
contributing both to poverty alleviation and building economic and climate resilience of local
communities.
The GHT-CSCT event was a part of The Great Himalaya Trail Development Programme
(GHTDP). GHTDP works towards harnessing tourism with a market-led approach to improve
livelihoods and bring sustainable development opportunities to remote and poor communities
through the creation of an iconic and globally significant new tourism product for Nepal.

OBJECTIVES: GHT-CSCT
Objective 1:
population.

To highlight the climate vulnerability of the Himalayas and its dependent

Objective 2: To establish the Great Himalaya Trail as a sustainable tourism product nationally
and internationally.
Objective 3:

To establish pro-poor sustainable tourism as a Climate Adaptation strategy.

HIMALAYAN CLIMATE INITIATIVE- THE ORGANIZER
Himalayan Climate Initiative (HCI) was contracted by SNV on behalf of Great Himalaya Trail
Development Program and UKAID (DFID) to organize GHT-CSCT. SNV provided seed funds
to HCI encouraging the latter to raise more funds from other willing agencies. The rest of this
report covers steps HCI took in collaboration with the partners to meet the above objectives, and
efforts it made to bring as many personalities and partners to support the event.
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SECTION 2: RESOURCE MOBILIZATION
The support of the development partners for the trek was very encouraging. His Excellency John
Tucknott, The British Ambassador, organized a send-off reception at his official residence in the
honor of Apa Sherpa and the team before they left Kathmandu on GHT-CSCT historic trek. The
party was attended by many Ambassadors and highly placed government officials, private sector
and
media
personalities. This
event
helped
immensely to create
interest of different
agencies to support
the
event
in
whatever way they
could.
HCI and its cofounders
worked
hard to raise some
additional resources
for
this
rather
expensive
and
ambitious initiative.
Several
Private
Sector
organizations joined in providing in-cash and in-kind support. Particularly, four private sector
companies, viz., GeoEye, North Face, DELL and Asian Trekking supported GHT-CSCT. Some
support also came from Nepal Investment Bank and Ace Development Bank.
Though not in the form of cash, support from the Government of Nepal was critical. The
involvement of highest level of representatives from the Government including Ministers,
Secretaries and Senior Officials was at their own cost. Their support also brought the much
needed mandate to the effort.
HCI is thankful to all who supported in cash and in kind and through positive word-of-mouth for
the initiative, and seeks to work with partners in the times to come in the service of the nation.
An exhibit in the next page summarizes the support GHT/CSCT received.
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Exhibit 1: Partners’ Support for GHT/CSCT
Institution

Financial Support

Equivalent NPR.

CASH CONTRIBUTION
SNV/DFID/GHTDP

50,000 GBP

NPR 60,00,000/- (@120/GBP as
per contract)

British Council

10,000 GBP

Only 5000 GBP received @
126/GBP = NPR 630,000/And 8000 USD received @
84.40 = NPR 675,000 from Lisa
Choegyal

Napal Mountaineering
Association (NMA)

300,000 NPR (Yet to be received)

DELL

4,000 USD

PariveshPradhan (A trekker)

100,000 NPR

100,000 NPR

Nepal Investment Bank

100,000 NPR (Yet to be received)

100,000 NPR

Ace Development Bank

25,000 NPR

25,000 NPR

TOTAL

300,000 NPR
NPR 352,000/- (@ 88/USD)

8,182,000 NPR

IN KIND SUPPORT
Asian Trekking

Trek Logistics, Time of their
Managing Director for the entire
trek period days.

In- Kind

The North Face

Clothing/Gear For Core-Members

In- Kind

ICIMOD

GPS/Trek Equipment (on-returnbasis) and Mapping Support. Help
in showcasing GHT at Rio
Meeting.

In- Kind

DELL

A Laptop Computer

In- Kind

GEO-EYE

Satellite Imaging (kept with
ICIMOD) at HCI does not have
capacity to hold big data

In- Kind

Government of Nepal

Support from CDO/LDO at local
level to hold press meets and all

In- Kind
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SECTION 3: PLANNING AND LOGISTICS
Dawa Steven Sherpa, who is also one of the co-founders of the HCI, served the cause as a
volunteer walking the entire length of GHT-CSCT along with Apa and others. With his extensive
experience in managing expeditions as a
business executive, HCI took his help in
planning and logistics management of the
GHT-CSCT. Looking at the extended and
strenuous nature of the trek, HCI put
together a highly proficient team of porters
and other support staff for the trek as
suggested by Dawa Steven Serpa. Samir
Jung Thapa and Saurav Dhakal also joined
as the Core Members of the team,
committed to help the efforts through their respective skills. Samir is a still-photographer while
Saurav is a Climate Champion and a TV journalist who volunteered to take the video of the
entire effort.
The trek passed through twenty-two districts lying in the mid hills and mountains- all of them a
logistic challenge in their own ways. Due to the long and difficult nature of the trek, and
unavailability of information readily, each and every detail of trek was regularly revised by the
trek team and their support sitting at
Kathmandu. Strong and experienced
group of porters and cooks were
recruited.
All
required
trekking
equipment and gears, communication
instruments
and
facilities
were
established for proper communication
links developed within the limitation of
facilities available in Nepal. The staffs
working at the HCI main office in
Kathmandu worked to take care of all the
logistics of the trek, press and media
activities and made sure everything was
executed smoothly. The trek started from 15th January 2012 and concluded on 22nd April 2012,
with the team walking 99 days and 1555 km along the entire GHT, much quicker than planned.
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SECTION 4: CELEBRITY ENGAGEMENT
Celebrity engagement begun with the commitment of Apa Sherpa to join and lead GHT-CSCT.
Apa Sherpa is possibly the best-known
tourism and climate ambassador from
Nepal and a great champion of the
Himalayan cause. Apa Sherpa, 21 times
Mt. Everest Summiteer is a community
leader
turned
mountaineer
and
entrepreneur who exemplifies the
tourism success story of the Khumbu
reason of Nepal. Previously a farmer, he
took up climbing as an occupation along
with many other Sherpas once the
interest of the larger world grew in
climbing Mt. Everest.
Apa is also a renowned Climate Change
campaigner. In May 2009, he carried the
message “STOP CLIMATE CHANGE – LET THE HIMLAYAS LIVE” on top of Mount
Everest under WWF’s Climate-for-Life campaign raising awareness of the plight of the
Himalayan people to the world. He was also instrumental in getting the message from the climate
threatened communities of the Himalayas to the world leaders like Barack Obama, Gordon
Brown, Ban ki Moon and Nicolas Sarkozy. For his efforts, the SAARC Summit in Bhutan
declared him as the “SAARC Goodwill Ambassador for Climate Change”. Apa later carried the
Nepal Tourism Year 2011 flag to the top of Everest too. He lives in SaltLake City, Utah, USA
with his family when he is not busy in expeditions in Nepal.
Apa Sherpa was invited as a celebrity to lead this trek and to help fulfill GHT-CSCT’s
objectives. He led the GHT-CSCT efforts from the front attracting the attention of other
celebrities,
media,
development
agencies and private sector partners
towards GHT-CSCT.
Despite
extremely
short-notice
invitation the trek attracted the
acknowledgment and attention of global
personalities from all over the world.
Notable among them were Al Goreformer vice president of USA and a
Nobel Laureate, Robert Zoellick- World
bank president, Joanna Lumley- a
British celebrity championing the cause
of Gurkha soldiers in British Army,
Reinhold
Messnerfamous
mountaineer, Aga khan- a leading
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Muslim spiritual leader. They all sent their best wishes to Apa Sherpa and HCI on this noble
effort, yet at the same time mentioning their inability to join the trek itself owing to prior
commitments.
Getting some of the Global
celebrities from the world join
this event remained possibly
biggest challenge for HCI and
all the supporting partners of
GHT-CSCT. The celebrities
were reached out through
Apa’s personal letter inviting
them to be a part of his efforts.
HCI
team
sitting
at
Kathmandu did a lot of follow
up with the offices of several
celebrities,
but
almost
everyone
that
responded
mentioned of the short-notice
being thrown at them. Some suggested, notable Reinhold Messner that he would be available
only for the next season and not this one.
Craig Glenday, the editor-in-chief of the Guiness Book of world records met Apa in the GHT in
Melamchi, Sindhupalchowk district, to hand him over his official Guiness World Record
Certificate amidst a press meet organised there.
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SECTION 5: GOVERNMENT ENDORSEMENT AND
ENGAGEMENT
HCI earned the endorsement of the Climate Change Council (CCC), the apex body of the
Government of Nepal to deal with issues related to Climate Change, headed by the Prime
Minister for this trek, on 14th November, 2011. The endorsement from the council was
announced in a press meet held on 21st December, 2011 in Nepal Tourism Board to launch the
GHT-CSCT. Announcing the news, the Chief Secretary, Government of Nepal stated that the
CCC has appealed to all the government agencies to support this historic effort of Nepali heroes.
With this announcement, the trek also got the backing of the Government of Nepal and its
agencies.

The Prime Minister also felicitated Apa Sherpa upon completing the Great Himalaya TrailClimate Smart Celebrity Trek. In the concluding press meet Mr. Madhav Prasad Ghimire, the
Chief Secretary of the Government of Nepal said, “The government of Nepal will make a
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concerted effort in promoting tourism in lesser visited destinations and address the impacts of
climate change of the people living in the Himalayas.”
Rt. Honourable President of Nepal, Dr. Ram Baran Yadav met with HCI Board members during
the formative stages of the GHT-CSCT, and gave his blessings and suggestions. At another

public function, HE The President flagged off Apa Sherpa and his team by handing them the
national flag and wishing them every success in their noble efforts amidst a press meet organised
at Sheetal Niwas. Rt.
Hon. President also met
GHT-CSCT Team upon
successful completion
of the trek, and spent a
long time interacting
with the team members
and discussing the
possible solution of
Climate Change in the
Himalayas
and
11
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possibility of developing tourism in a climate smart way.
The Secretary of the Ministry of Environment, Mr. Krishna Gyawali supported the trek since its
beginning. To facilitate HCI’s efforts, he wrote official letters to twelve other ministries to
provide necessary support for the trek. He attended all major press meet events in Kathmandu.
He could not go to Lukla for a press meet, and returned from the airport after waiting for hours
due to bad weather. The Minister for Ministry of Environment, Mr. Hem Raj Tater was present
at the reception organised by the British Ambassador and the press meet on the GHT-CSCT
stop-over at Beni.
State Minister for Ministry of Tourism and Civil aviation Mr. Dilip Maharjan and Mr. Balkrishna
Ghimire, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Tourism and Civil Aviation and the chairperson of Great
Himalaya Trail Development Program (GHTDP) attended the press meet at Gorkha to show their
support for the event.
The involvement and presence of Hon. Mr. Hem Raj Tater (Minister, Ministry of Environment),
Hon. Mr. Sunil Maharjan (Minister, Ministry of Tourism), Mr. Krishna Gyawali (Secretary,
Ministry of Environment), Mr. Deependra Bahadur Kshetry (Vice president, National Planning
Commission), Mr. Ganesh Raj Joshi (Secretary, Ministry of Tourism and Civil Aviation) at
different occasions and their commitment towards making GHT a national priority project and
working area in the coming years gives a clear indication of the Government of Nepal's
commitment towards development of GHT. Overall, there has been a huge support from the
Government for the trek both at national and local level.
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SECTION 6: PARTNERS’ ENGAGEMENT
GHT-CSCT brought about massive engagement and wide array of partners. These included
International Agencies, Government of Nepal, NGOs/CBOS, Private Sector organizations and
Media Agencies. The GHT-CSCT team received overwhelming welcome and felicitation from
the local people in each and every location they passed throughout the trail. Apa and the team
interacted with thousands of locals on the way, hearing their experiences, stories, their
development and climate change adaptation needs and the current efforts they are carrying out in
their own levels to fight climate change.
Some notable personalities from partner
agencies enthusiastically endorsed and
participated in the GHT/CSCT by
walking part of the trek. The Secretary
of State for International Development,
Govt. of UK, Andrew Mitchell, wholeheartedly endorsed the GHT- CSCT on
his visit to Nepal.
Her
Excellency
the
German
Ambassador, Verena Gräfin von
Roedern and Ms. Hanna Singer, the
country representative of UNICEF supported this trek by themselves joining the team on some
part of the GHT.
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SECTION 7: ONLINE PRESENCE
A dedicated website for the GHT-CSCT http://climatesmarttrek.org.np was created and updated
regularly. The pictures, stories, blogs, daily activities from the trail, travel itinerary, real-time
location of the team members were shared in the website. This website was also linked with the
parent website of the Great Himalaya Trail http://www.greathimalayatrail.org/
Social networking tools were fully utilized to increase the outreach of GHT-CSCT event and its
messages. Updates, news, events, photos and videos were continuously shared through different
accounts in Twitter, Facebook, Flicker and Youtube.

Twitter-https://twitter.com/#!/Climatesmarttrk
Facebook-https://www.facebook.com/climatesmarttrek
Flickr-http://www.flickr.com/photos/73478837@N05/
Youtube-http://www.youtube.com/user/Climatesmartrek?feature=watch
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Climate Smart Celebrity Trek Facebook Page

Climate Smart Celebrity Trek Twitter Account
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Climate Smart Celebrity Trek Flicker Account

Climate Smart Celebrity Trek Youtube Channel
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SECTION 8: MEDIA AND PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT

Launch of the Great Himalaya Trail-Climate Smart Celebrity Trek (GHT-CSCT)

A press meet was organized on 21st December, 2012 in Nepal Tourism Board, Bhrikutimandap
for the launch of the Great Himalaya Trail- Climate Smart Celebrity Trek (GHT-CSCT). In the
event, the Chief Secretary, Government of Nepal and the Chief Guest of the event, Madhav
Prasad Ghimire announced that the endeavor has been endorsed by the Climate Change Council
(CCC), the apex body of Government of Nepal to deal with issues related to Climate Change
headed by Rt. Hon. Prime Minister. He also stated that the CCC has appealed to all the
government agencies to support this historic effort of Nepali heroes.

Flagging off ceremony of the GHT-CSCT team by the president
On 12th January, 2012 his Excellency Rt. Honorable Dr. Ram Baran Yadav, President of Nepal
flagged off Apa and his team members at his office in Sheetal Niwas, before they embarked on
The Great Himalaya Trail- Climate Smart Celebrity Trek (GHT-CSCT. This event officially
marked the beginning of the trek. Speaking on the occasion, the President said, “This trek will
17
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help to identify the impacts of climate change in the Himalayas, and showcase how sustainable
tourism can be used as a tool for poverty reduction and to build climate resilience Nepal”.

See off at Tribhuwan International Airport, Kathmandu
On 15th January 2012, the CSCT team was seen
off by the HCI CEO, HCI and NMA team at TIA,
officially beginning their 120-day-long trek on
GHT. They started walking on GHT from
Ghunsa, the eastern most destination of the trek to
pay respect to the conservation pioneers who lost
their lives in a tragic helicopter accident back in
2006.

Press Meet at Khandbari
On 1st Feb, 2012, Apa Sherpa and his team members were welcomed in a traditional manner by
a score of people during the press meets organised in Khandbari. This included the senior
officials of the Government of Nepal, FNCCI (Federation of Nepalese Chamber of Commerce
18
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and Industries), NFJ (Nepal Federation of Journalists), representatives of different political
parties and civil society. Amidst a public felicitation ceremony Apa said, “It is important to
develop roads but let us make sure that we do not destroy the traditional trekking trails.”

Press Meet at Borderlands, Sindhupalchowk
A press meet was held on 23rd February 2012 in Borderlands, Sindhupalchowk after the CSCT
team arrived at Barhabise, Sindhupalchowk, completing 530 KM and 40 days of their trek. Apa’s
team interacted with the national and international press at the conference which was attended by
the representatives of Corporate Partners of the trek, North Face and Asian Trekking. Apa
Sherpa, speaking on the occasion said, “I have a message for my fellow Nepalis. My message is
rooted in my own story. Climate Change destroyed most of my properties back in 1985 Dig Tsho
Glacial Lake outburst. I succeeded climbing Mt. Everest first time in 1990, and since then
climbed it 21 times in 21 years. Tourism gave me my life back”. On the occasion, team members
Dawa Steven Sherpa and Saurav Dhakal also shared their observations about the impacts of the
Climate Change, and the potentialities of existing and new tourism destinations within GHT.
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Press Meet to hand over Guinness World Records certificate to Apa Sherpa
Craig Glenday, the editor-in-chief of the Guinness Book of World Records, met Apa on the
Great Himalaya Trail in a place called Gyalthum in Melamchi on 27th February, 2012 in a press
meet organised to mark the occasion of handing Apa Sherpa the official Guinness Book of
World Records Certificate for his world record of climbing Mount Everest a record 21times.
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Press Meet at Gorkha
On 6th March 2012, Day 52 of the trek, after walking 720 km on GHT, Apa Sherpa reached and
interacted with the local people at Gorkha. Apa and his team were welcomed and felicitated by
the local villagers in a press meet organised in Tallo Durbar of Gorkha District.

The event was attended by Honorable State Minister for Tourism and Civil Aviation Mr.Dilip
Maharjan and Mr.Balkrishna Ghimire, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Tourism and Civil Aviation
and the chairperson of Great Himalya Trail Development Program (GHTDP). On the occasion,
Apa said, ‘I am honoured to be a part of GHT-CSCT organised by Himalayan Climate Initiative.
My own life exemplifies how tourism helps a climate victim. GHT is Nepal’s response to Climate
Change. We must convert the idea to action now.’
The Minister on the occasion, stated, ‘The government is fully committed to build GHT as one of
the greatest tourism products of Nepal. The fact that it helps to deal with Climate Change makes
it even more significant for Nepal”. Prashant Singh, the event lead of GHT-CSCT and the CEO
of HCI stated that “building GHT as the world’s first climate smart trail would make Nepal a
global leader in addressing Climate Change in ways that are economically beneficial and
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socially inclusive. He also said that with the massive support received from the partners, he was
confident that this would be a reality soon.”
Press Meet at Beni
On 19th March 2012, the sixty-fifth day of Climate Smart Celebrity Trek, Apa Sherpa and his
team reached and interacted with the local people and the media in Beni, where he and his team
were welcomed and felicitated by the local villagers in a press meet. The Chief Guest of the
event was Honourable Minister for the Ministry of Environment Mr. Hem Raj Tater. Dr.
Govinda Raj Pokharel, Executive Director of Alternative Energy Promotion Centre of the
Ministry of Environment was also present during the occasion.

Speaking on the occasion, Honourable Minister of Environment said, “The area of mountain
region above the trail should be announced as an area of special environmental interest from
climate change angle'. He focused on the need to scale-up the use of alternative energy such as
solar, micro-hydro, biogas and use of improved cooking stoves as technology to mitigate climate
change. He also assured that he would take necessary steps to address all issues raised by Apa
22
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and his team from their experience. The areas above GHT are truly the Frontiers of Climate
Battle in the Himalayas and by managing climate related challenges in those areas, Nepal can not
only support its own people, but also help a large part of South Asia, including India and
Bangladesh. Speakers on the occasion highlighted the significance of such an initiative.
Press Meet at Dunai, Dolpa
On 29th March 2012, the 76th day of Climate Smart Celebrity Trek, Apa Sherpa and his team
reached and interacted with the local people and the media in Dunai. The team received a huge
welcome there, accompanied by a rally and traditional music that went around Dunai. The event
was attended by the Chief District Officer Tek Bahadur KC, Local Development Officer Mr.
Danta Neupane,Nepali Congress CA Member Dudh Kumari Hamal, Actor of Caravan Thinle
Lodup Lama, UML central committee member, Yogesh Bhattarai and representatives of
different political parties.
Speaking at the occasion, CA member Dudh Kumari Hamal said, “I congratulate the GHTCSCT team on their efforts”. Speaking on the occasion, Apa Sherpa shared his experience of
what he witnessed along the trail from east to west. He said that climate change had negatively
affected the production of cash crops likeTea, Alaichi, medicinal plants and agriculture, in
general across whole Nepal. He also shared that the villagers along the trail told him that
Machhapuchre has been appearing very black due to snowmelt in recent times. Dawa Steven
Sherpa, the two times Mount Everest Summiteer and a member of Climate Change Council of
Government of Nepal, further explained the impacts seen on the trail. Saurav Dhakal, another
member of the team, shared his observation of very frequent forest fires in the Eastern region and
suggested that they could lead to increase in the amount of black carbon in the atmosphere.

Updating Rt. Hon. President about the trek experience and observations
After the successful completion of their historic trek, Apa and his team met His Excellency Rt.
Hon. President Dr. Ram Baran Yadav at Sheet Niwas to share their experiences and observations
from the trek. Members from Development agencies, Government officials, HCI board of
directors and partners joined the sharing program.
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Closing Press Meet at Kathmandu upon completion of GHT-CSCT
Upon completion of the GHT-Climate Smart Celebrity Trek, a final press meet was organized in
Kathmandu on 25th April 2012 to share the observations and experiences of the whole event. The
press meet was also graced by Mr. Madhav Prasad Ghimire -Chief Secretary of the Government
of Nepal, Mr. Krishna Gyawali- Secretary of the Ministry of Enviornment, Mr. Ganesh Ra JoshiSecretary of the Ministry of Tourism and Civil Aviation (MoTCA) and Mr. Bal Krishna JoshiJoint Secretary of MoTCA. On the occasion, the legendary mountaineer, Apa Sherpa said, ‘For
Nepal, responsible as well as sustainable tourism development is the one of the key methods to
tackle climate change.”In an emotional statement, he added, “After observing the pains of my
fellow mountain dwellers during this trek, I feel committed more than ever to do all in my might
to help bring relief to them”.
Apa Sherpa went on to explain that the development of Great Himalaya Trail in a climate
friendly manner is going to be his number one priority in the days to come. Furthermore, he also
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shared his initiation of a task force called the ‘Climate Alliance of Himalayan Communities’
comprising of several prominent civil society leaders from the mountains to magnify the efforts
to mitigate climate change.

While addressing the press meet, Mr. Madhav Prasad Ghimire said, “The government of Nepal
will make a concerted effort in promoting tourism in lesser visited destinations and address the
impacts of climate change of the people living in the Himalayas.”
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Sharing of GHT-CSCT at Rio+ 20 Conference:
On 17th June 2012, a side event on GHT-CSCT was hosted in the Mountain pavilion in Rio De
Janeiro during Rio+20 conference with the support of ICIMOD. Dr. Madhav Karki, Director
General of ICIMOD started the event by briefing about GHT-CSCT.

During the event, presentation on Apa’s story to battle Climate Change, objectives, achievements
and upcoming plans on the GHT was shared by Abhishek Shrestha, Programme officer for
Climate Adapt programme of HCI. The main objective of the event was to share the problems
faced by the communities along the Great Himalaya trail and to project tourism as a possible
solution to tackle the climate change in the Himalayas. A documentary titled “Apa’s battle in the
Himalaya” was also screened in the event. The event was attended by representatives and
government officials from different mountainous countries.
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SECTION 9: MEDIA COVERAGE
The presence of media at the press meets and coverage of GHT-CSCT news and stories was very
extensive and encouraging. The news was regularly covered in national as well as international
media. The news covered by AP, AFP, Xinhua on GHT was again covered by many other
national and international media, all of which is very difficult to list.
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SECTION 10: GREAT HIMALAYA TRAIL-CLIMATE
SMART CELEBRITY TREK (GHT-CSCT) ITINERARY
The Great Himalaya Trail -Climate Smart Celebrity Trek began on the 15th of January 2012 and
ended on the 22th of April 2012. The team has walked a total of 1,555 km in 99 days. The
detailed itinerary of GHT-CSCT is as follows;
Day

Date

Itinerary

1

15 Jan 2012

Fly to Bhadrapur

2

16 Jan 2012

Trek to Suketar

3

17 Jan 2012

Trek to Sinbu

4

18 Jan 2012

Trek to Phungphe

5

19 Jan 2012

Trek to Yamphudin

6

20 Jan 2012

Trek to Lyashe Kharka

7

21 Jan 2012

Trek to Cheram

8

22 Jan 2012

Trek to Cheram (Khangla)

9

23 Jan 2012

Trek to Ghunsa

10

24 Jan 2012

Trek to Gyabla

11

25 Jan 2012

Trek to Lelep

12

26 Jan 2012

Trek to Mitlung

13

27 Jan 2012

Trek to Dobhan

14

28 Jan 2012

Trek to Bhojay Bhanjyang

15

29 Jan 2012

Trek to Nundhaki

16

30 Jan 2012

Trek to Bhanjyang Puchchhar

17

31 Jan 2012

Trek to Khandbari

18

1 Feb 2012

Rest at Khandbari

19

2 Feb 2012

Trek to Majuwa

20

3 Feb 2012

Trek to Phedi
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21

4 Feb 2012

Trek to Sanam

22

5 Feb 2012

Trek to Khiraule

23

6 Feb 2012

Trek to Sibuje

24

7 Feb 2012

Trek to Paiya

25

8 Feb 2012

Trek to Lukla

26

9 Feb 2012

Rest day at Lukla

27

10 Feb 2012

Trek to Namchhe

28

11 Feb 2012

Trek to Khumjung-Thame

29

12 Feb 2012

Trek to Thayangbo

30

13 Feb 2012

Trek to Tashilapcha

31

14 Feb 2012

Trek to Tsobuk

32

15 Feb 2012

Trek to Shyabluk

33

16 Feb 2012

Trek to Simigaon

34

17 Feb 2012

Trek to Kurtang

35

18 Feb 2012

Trek to Laduk

36

19 Feb 2012

Trek to Chiling Kharka

37

20 Feb 2012

Trek to Bigo Gompa

38

21 Feb 2012

Trek to Jyandan

39

22 Feb 2012

Trek to Barabishe/Borderland

40

23 Feb 2012

Rest day at Barabishe/Borderland

41

24 Feb 2012

Trek to Jalbire

42

25 Feb 2012

Trek to Gobre

43

26 Feb 2012

Trek to Pokhari Bhanjyang

44

27 Feb 2012

Trek to Gyalthum

45

28 Feb 2012

Trek to Samudratar

46

29 Feb 2012

Trek to Betrawati

47

1 Mar 2012

Rest day at Betrawati

48

2 Mar 2012

Trek to Chautara
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49

3 Mar 2012

Trek to Arughat

50

4 Mar 2012

Trek to Gorkha Durbar

52

5 Mar 2012

Trek to Gorkha

52

6 Mar 2012

Rest day at Gorkha

53

7 Mar 2012

Trek to Ampipal

54

8 Mar 2012

Trek to Paudi

55

9 Mar 2012

Trek to Besisahar

56

10 Mar 2012

Trek to Ghalegaon

57

11 Mar 2012

Trek to Pasgaoun

58

12 Mar 2012

Trek to Yanjakot

59

13 Mar 2012

Trek to Sikles

60

14 Mar 2012

Trek to Ghaley Kharka

62

15 Mar 2012

Trek to Lwang

62

16 Mar 2012

Trek to Ghandruk

63

17 Mar 2012

Trek to Ghorepani

64

18 Mar 2012

Trek to Tikot

65

19 Mar 2012

Trek to Beni

66

20 Mar 2012

Rest day at Beni

67

21 Mar 2012

Trek toDarbhang

68

22 Mar 2012

Trek to Lamsung

69

23 Mar 2012

Trek to Chhentung

70

24 Mar 2012

Trek to Thakur

71

25 Mar 2012

Trek to Guibang

72

26 Mar 2012

Trek to Syang Khola

73

27 Mar 2012

Trek to Purpang

74

28 Mar 2012

Trek to Dunai

75

29 Mar 2012

Rest day at Dunai

76

30 Mar 2012

Trek to Chepka
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77

31 Mar 2012

Trek to Ringmo

78

1 Apr 2012

Rest day at Ringmo (Phoksundo)

79

2 Apr 2012

Trek to Kageni

80

3 Apr 2012

Trek to Liku

81

4 Apr 2012

Trek to Kaigaon

82

5 Apr 2012

Trek to Chopagaoun

83

6 Apr 2012

Trek to Jumla

84

7 Apr 2012

Trek to Naurighat

85

8 Apr 2012

Trek to Gyare

86

9 Apr 2012

Trek to Rara Lake

87

10 Apr 2012

Trek to Ratapani

88

11 Apr 2012

Trek to Kolti

89

12 Apr 2012

Trek to Martdai

90

13 Apr 2012

Trek to Kotgaoun

91

14 Apr 2012

Trek to Tuti Gaoun

92

15 Apr 2012

Trek to Chainpur

93

16 Apr 2012

Trek to Jhotha

94

17 Apr 2012

Trek to Jhapa

95

18 Apr 2012

Trek to Sela

96

19 Apr 2012

Trek to Goganay

97

20 Apr 2012

Trek to Darchula

98

21 Apr 2012

Drive to Dhangadi

99

22 April 2012

Fly to Kathmandu
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GHT-CSCT Route Map
GHT-CSCT team passed through twenty-two districts from east to west. The route map of GHTCSCT is shown below;

The numbers in map from 1-9 represents the ending of particular tourist region and starting of
another on. The details of sections completed by GHT-CSCT team are as follows;

Section

Regions

1-2

Kanchenjunga

2-3

Makalu Barun

3-4

Everest and Rolwaling

4-5

Langtang and Helambu

5-6

Lower Ganesh Himal
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6-7

Annapurna

7-8

Dhaulagiri- Dhorpatan

8-9

Lower Dolpa

9-10

Rara, Jumla and Mugu

10-11

The Far-West
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SECTION 11: COLLECTING AND COLLATING
INFORMATION FROM THE TRAIL
An honorarium was established with British Council Climate Champion, videographer and
blogger Saurav Dhakal by HCI. Sameer Jung Thapa was selected by SNV as the official
photographer of the trek. The high-resolution images and video materials from the trek that they
have produced have been used and will also be used in future for Public Relation and Media
relation activities as well as marketing activities to promote the GHT. These materials will also
be used in the production of collaterals and publications coming out of the trek.
Production of collaterals
An English brochure containing all general information on GHT-CSCT, the different sections,
Climate Smart Celebrity Trek and media activities was prepared and distributed in Kathmandu as
well as during various press events. Similarly, a Nepali brochure containing information on
GHT-CSCT and also climate change awareness and research information was published, mainly
for distribution as an awareness material in the communities visited by the CSCT team and the
research team. HCI developed a four-minute promotional video using Apa's inspirational story to
articulate the climate change problems of the Himalayas. The video was screened during the
'International Conference of Mountain Countries on Climate Change' and was highly appreciated
by the delegates.
Observation of GHT-CSCT team on Climate Change and Development Issues along the
Great Himalaya Trail
GHT-CSCT team passed through hundreds of villages and interacted with thousands of people in
mountain communities. During the interactions villagers shared the changes in climate that they
have been observing and their impacts on their livelihood the way they are coping with them,
and possible additional options available.
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Climate change has had varied impacts on the community and they are coping with these
changes largely in traditional ways and occasionally using the modern ways. Use of the polytunneling housing (Green House) for off season vegetable farming in Solukhumbu district,
plantation of new cash crops cardamom and orange in Taplejung and Sankhuwasabha district
and potato farming in cold region of Dolakha and Gorkha stand out as some humble effort of the
local towards dealing with climate change.

Along the GHT, micros hydro and solar are the prominent source of energy for lighting.
Firewood remains though the only source for cooking and space heating. The following are the
major climate change impacts/adaptation and development issue observed by the GHT-CSCT
team while trekking on the Great Himalaya Trail.

S.N. Districts
1.
Taplejung

Climate Change Impacts /adaptation/Development issue
• Decrease in tea production due to unusual variation in monsoon
rainfall
• Decrease in cardamom production due to increase in frost
• Tree-line shifting in high altitude.

2

Sankhuwasabha

•
•
•

Drying of Guphapokhari pond.
Decrease in production of orange
Disappearance of Maize that grows only in running water.

3

Solukhumbu

•
•

Decrease in the production of potato
Usage of green house farming for cultivation of off season farming
vegetables
Windstorm never heard of before.

•
•
•
•

4

Dolakha

5

Sindhupalchowk •
•

Size of the Tsho-Rolpa glacier lake is increasing
Early warning system of Tsho-Rolpa Glacier Lake is out of order.
Upper Tamakoshi hydropower is developed in a relatively climate
smart way.
Prolonged drought
Water scarcity/Drying of water resources
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•

Occurrence of new diseases in Maize

6

Dhading

•
•

Prolonged Drought
Water scarcity

7

Gorkha

•

Increment in drought and dryness

8

Lamjung

•
•
•
•

Lack of management of community forest
High deforestation rate.
This winter hailstorm has adversely affected the winter crop.
Rhododendron forest has degraded

9

Kaski

•
•

Sikles Village- Kawache glacial lake was formed only at the height of
2500 m.
Number of landslide incidents has been increased.

10

Myagdi

•
•

Drying of Barah lake
Change in flowering period/time of Rhododendron Flower

11

Rukum

•

Occurrence of new type of insects in potato

12

Dolpa

•
•
•
•

13

Baglung

14

Mugu and
Bajura

•
•
•
•

Less snow fall during winter period
Population of butterfly has been declining
Yarchagumba only occurs at high altitude.
Rainfall pattern has forced the local people; to shift from traditional
roofing system to new one.
Forest fire in large land area.
High deforestation rate
Increase in temperature in Temperature has increased in current years.
Health and sanitation was major problem.

15

Bajhang and
Darchula

•

High usage of Micro Hydro
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Some of the common climate change and development issues from GHT-CSCT as observed
by the team are as follows;
1. Mobile phones and community based FM is revolutionizing communication among the
mountain communities in most of the districts along the GHT.
2. Road construction is one of the high priority development issues in most of the villages along
the GHT and in very recent future most of the villages are connecting to road and to district
headquarter. In near future most the villages will get connected to district headquarters
through road. But in most of the villages, road construction is underway along the main
trekking trail, which may have detrimental effects on tourism in future.
3. Use of alternative energy (Biogas, Micro-hydro and Solar) for cooking and lightening
purpose is on the rise.
4. Agriculture has been affected adversely due to change in climate and farmers observed major
agriculture crops having new disease.
5. Cash crops (Tea and Cardamom) have huge economic impacts in eastern region where as
Non Timber Forest Product has been playing major role in livelihood improvement in
western region of Nepal.
6. Less rainfall during monsoon season and prolonged drought have been observed as one of the
major problem across the trail.
7. Changes in climate had indirectly accelerated the out migration from local villages.
8. Health and sanitation are the major problem in Far East and far west region having no toilet
in most of the household.

Real Success stories/opportunities from GHT as observed by GHT-CSCT team
GHT-CSCT team has observed the some of the real success stories/ opportunities, which has
positive impacts on community. Few of the success stories/opportunities are as follows;
1. Massive use of Solar Technology – Most of the villagers were using solar lamp for the
lighting purpose. Kerosene lamp has been replaced by the solar lamp largely which is the
best example of low carbon practices by the vulnerable rural communities in the
mountainous region of Nepal.
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2. Poly house tunneling (Green House): Usage of green house vegetation in the high altitude
region to grow non-seasonal vegetable like tomato, potato and cauliflower. This is an
example, where climate change has had some positive impacts in high altitude region.
3. Watermill (Pani Ghatta): Traditional water mill is used for grinding of rice, wheat and
maize. Water mill is making lives easier for any household works of the communities
through its improvement and is also one of clean energy source.
4. Utrasum Bead (Rudrakshasya): High value non-timber forests were getting the market and
that helped the local people to uplift their lives in some of the localities in the eastern regions
of Nepal. Plantation of Rudrakshya is getting increasingly attractive to local people as an
alternative to crops in Sankhuwasabha district.
5. Yarsagumba – High value NTFP: Now, Yarsagumba is found only on the top of hills where
there was ice few years ago. The cultivation of this worm is slowing down. Overharvesting
is an issue, increasingly warmer winters and a lack of snowfall, has also affected the
production.

Climate change and Development issues –Mutual Coexistence
The symptoms of climate change are occurring in different form viz erratic rainfall, prolonged
drought, drying of water resources, decreasing in food production all along the GHT and on the
same context development is the need of local people. So, development agenda should
incorporate climate change issue in its planning and implementation at local level. Some of the
climate change and development issues, which need mutual co-existence, are as follows;

1. Local Renewable Energy Plan
Government of Nepal along with other development partner has introduced renewable energy
into the region, such as micro hydro, water mills, solar and biogas. This brings many
benefits, including preventing deforestation, decreasing the indoor air pollution and giving
more time for household chores to the women. But, scattered populations, lack of manpower
for basic maintenance and the large distance from the district headquarter are the major
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challenge for sustainable use of renewable energy in mountain communities. Similarly,
Mountain communities lack the skilled manpower and that has forced some of the
communities to go back to use the firewood and other intensive high carbon energy source
once again.
So, sustainable use of new technology requires a great deal of careful prior planning and
thought.
2. Protection of local seeds and Establishment of Seed Bank
Changes in the climate had affected the agricultural production that has forced the farmers to
use the new hybrid seeds. These seeds are capable of producing higher yields but farmers
have to buy seeds every year. So, it is creating the economic burden to them.
But on other hand, many farmers prefer to stick with the local seeds which have a long
history in Nepal and they are climate resilient to current climate changes to some extent. So,
its proper preservation and management are needed as precautionary measures. Community
seed bank is one of the best examples for the protection of local seeds.
3. Modernization of local knowledge
Adapting to climate change requires local communities to understand their risks and identify
coping strategies. Improvement in traditional knowledge will play a great role in combating
climate change.
An awareness campaign at the grassroots levels through youth mobilization to infiltrate the
community with new information on climate change and adaptation. A local adaptation
practice only requires the minor changes in design to cope with current problem of
agriculture, water scarcity and drought.
4. Migration pattern of Mountain Communities
Changes in climate have primarily impacted the agricultural production, deepening the food
security level in very low production areas in mountain region. That has triggered the
outmigration of local people at high risk who have migrated in search of better employment
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opportunities. Understanding the local migration will help to create the new opportunities to
combat the climate change and to make them climate resilient in a long way.
5. GHT/Road –New Co-existence
Road construction is one of the high priority development issues in most of the villages along
the GHT and is ongoing in most of the mountain villages. But it is in progress without any
proper planning and in most of the villages along the trail; road construction is along the
trekking trail, which has detrimental effects on tourism in future. So road constructions in
mountain region along the trekking route need proper planning and implementation at
community level.
6. Climate Alliance of Himalayan Communities
Long term climate is changing all over the world but in Himalayas, it is changing in a faster
rate than world’s average. The impacts of climate change are now become visible with
detrimental impacts, affecting the mountain communities, local livelihood, tourism and
others in a massive way. Mountain communities were raising their voices at national and
international level over these changes and impacts, but that becomes ineffective to meet the
objectives of such programs. So, collective effort is needed to raise the issues of climate
change at global level.

Success Stories of Climate Change and Tourism along GHT
Fragile environments, rugged terrain, low agricultural productivity in mountain are the hardest
hit of climate change in the Himalayas. But, the majestic beauty of nature has largely trickled
down the impacts of such changes through tourism in mountain communities.
Everest and Annapurna region are the famous trekking destination for trekkers, mountaineers,
climbers, researchers and others from all over the world. Most of the tourists come to Nepal to
see the outrageous beauty of those regions. In Nepal, Tourism has played a significant role in
poverty reduction, livelihood improvement and nature conservation, that makes the people living
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in that regions, climate resilient to the current climate changes and it’s impacts. The success
stories comes from the Everest and Annapurna region.
Khumjung/Thame (Everest Region)
21 times Mt. Everest Summiteer Apa Sherpa has been a community leader who exemplifies the
tourism success story of Nepal. Apa lost almost everything to a Glacial Lake Outburst Flood
disaster back in 1985. Previously a farmer in the Khumbu Region of Nepal he took up climbing
as an occupation along with many other Sherpas, once the interest of the larger world grew in
climbing Mt. Everest. He got his new life through tourism and becomes a mountaineer and
ambassador of stop climate change.
Sikles (Annapurna Region)
Sikles is a Gurung village and unique in many ways. It is located at the top of a hill that offers
magnificent views of huge mountains towering above it. Dr. Chandra Gurung- “the boy from
Sikles”- was born and grew up in this village. Dr. Gurung was a pioneer and he changed the way
people would view conservation. He showed the world that by engaging local people and making
them equal and respected stakeholders, conservation could become sustainable and successful.
He was the key architect of the Annapurna Conservation Area Project (ACAP) that has since
been replicated throughout Nepal and also in conservation areas abroad.

Currently, thousands of tourists go the Annapurna Region for different purpose and that has
earned the much more money than any sector of tourism in Nepal. This region is of the success
story of environmental conservation by engaging the local people and improving the local
livelihood.
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SECTION 12: CARBON NEUTRALITY
Since the project linked climate change with tourism, even if the focus of the attention was laid
on tourism for climate change adaptation, it could evoke a critical discussion on tourism and air
travels as a producer of CO2 emissions and thus a contributing factor to global climate change.
To address the topic proactively and thus anticipate critical discussion and questioning, the entire
carbon footprint of the GHT-CSCT core events was calculated to be offset later by buying
offsets. To do so a carbon footprint calculation system was set up. The standard principles and
definitions for climate smart trekking activities were established. After the preparation of carbon
footprint data collection sheets, the core members and the other trekkers in the team were trained
on data collection and entry techniques. The weekly data sheets filled by the trekking team were
regularly collected from them during press meet events and used for carbon footprint calculation
upon completion of the trek. The carbon footprint of the team was calculated under the
supervision of HCI’s technical advisor and Carbon Management expert. The carbon footprint of
GHT CSCT was calculated to be 9.17 tonnes, which will be offset by purchasing carbon credits
from a certified Carbon Trading Company.
The detailed Carbon Footprint of GHT-CSCT is as follows;
Source of emissions

Total Kg CO2e

Flights

900.1982

Road transport using private vehicle

726.362

Road transport using public vehicle

191.605

Food and energy required for cooking

3758.09605

Electricity use

0*

Energy use, such as kerosene used to boil water for bath

129.5203

Non-rechargeable batteries

0**

Bottled water

0
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Press Meet

3349.654

Secretariat (HCI Office)

121.6985

Total carbon footprint

9177.13405

*Electricity was used generated by Micro-Hydro and Solar.
**Most of the batteries used were solar charged.
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SECTION 13: ACCOMPLISHMENTS AGAINST
OBJECTIVES
Objective

Accomplishment

1. To highlight
the climate
vulnerability
of the
Himalayas and
its dependent
population.

GHT-CSCT was endorsed by the Climate Change Council (CCC), the apex
body of the Government of Nepal to deal with issues related to Climate
Change, headed by the Prime Minister, which highlighted the climate
vulnerability of the Himalayas and its dependent population and also
established the connection of GHT and Climate Change. The massive amount
of pictures, videos, stories and observations related to climate change collected
by Apa and his team from the trail were shared with the media and the
government officials during the press meets and different public functions.
These facts were widely covered by the media. These activities have helped to
highlight the climate vulnerabilities of Himalayan communities, to reach out to
a wider audience at national and international level and also to bring the issues
of Climate Change into the mainstream. The stories, photos and videos brought
by Apa and his team are currently being methodically put together for further
publications related to GHT-CSCT and for public use by the organizers (HCI).

2. To establish
the Great
Himalaya
Trail as a
sustainable
tourism
product
nationally and
internationally
.

The trek was successful in promoting and establishing GHT as one of the
grandest and world-class tourism product from Nepal. The trek was backed by
the Government of Nepal. In a press meet organized at Gorkha, Hon Mr. Dileep
Maharjan, State Minister for the Ministry of Tourism and Civil Aviation
highlighted on the importance of the GHT for the tourism promotion and its
significance at national and international level. He also assured on providing
regular support for GHT from the ministry. The pictures, videos, information
on flora, fauna, the diverse cultures of the mountain communities and other
related information from the GHT will be used to generate publications and to
develop tourism related products in the GHT.

3. To establish
pro-poor
sustainable
tourism as a
Climate
Adaptation
strategy.

The Secretary of State for International Development, Govt. of UK, Andrew
Mitchell, whole-heartedly endorsed the GHT- Climate Smart Trek and said that
this event would help to develop tourism, to provide employment and education
opportunities to help change the lives of desperately poor people. HCI is
collaborating with Government of Nepal, especially the Ministry of
Environment to establish tourism as one of the adaptation strategies to battle
climate change in the Himalayas. HCI also screened the video “Apa Sherpa’s
battle in the Himalayas” focused on pro-poor sustainable tourism as a solution
to tackle the climate change, during the Mountain conference organized in
Nepal in April 2012 (a copy of the DVD provided).
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SECTION 14: CHALLENGES
a. Logistics: Though GHT-CSCT trek-team was in safe hands, and they completed the entire
trek in a time that was much lesser than originally planned, the Kathmandu Team usually
used to find it a challenge to keep track of their whereabouts during some section of trek
where telephone/satellite communication was a challenge. Communication via internet was a
a problem too at some sections. To improve the situation, HCI imported a Mac-compatible
internet device from Bangkok and delivered it to the team at Khandbari. Communication
with the GHT-CSCT team via satellite phone was erratic and difficult at times, with no
contacts of HCI office with the trekking team for days, during some of the time. Weather
condition and erratic flights have been another challenge. One of the press meets in Lukla
was cancelled as the flights were cancelled due to bad weather and the organizing team could
not reach Lukla on scheduled time. There was a change of few days from the originally
scheduled dates of the trek like arrival and press meets at different locations (pre-poned or
postponed) due to weather conditions and other circumstances.
b. Press engagement- In places with no easy access, it was very difficult to ensure media
presence. At some places with easy access, number of media persons had to be limited, as
hosting of all media persons was difficult due to budget constraints. This has some
ramifications on media coverage.
c. Celebrity engagement- Getting some of the Global celebrities from the world join this even
remained possibly biggest challenge for HCI and all the supporting partners of GHT-CSCT.
The celebrities were reached out through Apa’s personal letter inviting them to be a part of
his efforts. HCI team sitting at Kathmandu did a lot of follow up with the offices of several
celebrities, but almost everyone that responded mentioned of the short-notice being thrown at
them. Celebrity engagement needs careful planning in-advance, with a notice being provided
to them at least a year before their engagement in ideal situations.
d. Financial Constraints- HCI being a newly set-up with GHT-CSCT being its first major
assignment, it was privileged to be entrusted with such a significant project. Yet, being new
with hardly any reserve at its disposal, it was always a challenge to make
expenses/commitments beyond its cash in-flows. Fortunately the resources from HCI founder
and some other partners kept the agency afloat, and all its commitments paid for.
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SECTION 15: OPPORTUNITIES
GHT as a frontline of Climate Change battle in the Himalayas
The GHT traverses the entire length of Nepal literally linking most of the climate vulnerable
mountain communities. Realistically, in the foreseeable future, alongside efficient agricultural
practices, tourism and green-energy are the only other avenues open for creating enhanced local
livelihood opportunities and better quality of life of the mountain dwellers of Nepal’s Himalayas.
The GHT, if developed in a Climate Smart way, could be a perfect response to poverty
alleviation (through agriculture-based and tourism-based livelihoods) and climate adaptation
needs of the community- all of them equally urgent. The integrity of the Himalayas being
significant for the health of economy and ecology of a large part of Asia would make any
ambitious Climate Smart initiative taken up in the Himalayas not only regionally but globally
relevant.
GHT indeed is the battle line of Climate Change in the Himalayas. GHT is also potentially the
greatest tourism offering from Nepal to the world. If developed mindful of the climate
challenges, GHT development could also be seen as a climate response, therefore leveraging
much more resources than what is purely available for livelihood development activities
globally. GHT-CSCT has been successful in giving a wake-up call to the government agencies.
The tourism-climate link has been established in the minds of many high-level policy makers.
The GHT-CSCT was endorsed by the Climate Change Council (CCC) chaired by the Prime
Minister recognizing the same tourism-climate linkage.
The government of Nepal has been attempting to take global leadership among mountain
countries on Climate Change. Developing GHT in Climate Smart way could earn our
government that coveted leadership. The GHT development initiative could be a platform where
Government of Nepal (indeed all of us operating in Nepal) can take not only regional, but even
global leadership on Climate Change.
HCI has been projecting GHT as a frontline of Climate Change battle and Climate Resilience
Build-up Initiative in the Himalayas. Soon HCI (through Dawa Steven Sherpa who is a HCI Cofounder and also a Climate Change Council Member) would be presenting its recommendation
to the Prime Minister of Nepal. GHT-CSCT has also gotten the Private Sector interested seeing
GHT as an exciting prospect from joint venture investment’s point of view attracting foreign
direct investment and technological transfer. This opportunity must be seized by all of working
in this field.

‘Climate Alliance of Himalayan Communities’ and its ‘International Support Group’
From the response received from the celebrities, it is evident that there is a lot of attraction
towards Great Himalayan Trail in people from all over the world from tourism as well as climate
change angle. Many people are willing to join, but the best use of this goodwill could not be
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made this year mainly due to time constraints of the celebrities. Still, they are likely to join in
future if they are informed well ahead in time. So, if preparation and planning is done on time to
figure out how to engage them, celebrity participation can be increased in similar events in
future.
Also, to create a support base of relevant influential and concerned people (many of them
celebrities) regarding mountain issues, they all need to be cemented in a single network. For this,
HCI has established a ‘Climate Alliance of Himalayan Communities’. The alliance comprises of
leaders of the mountain communities from the different sections of GHT. Efforts are on to create
an international support group comprising of global personalities to take forward issues related to
Climate Change in the Himalayas. Such a grouping will help bring in international celebrities in
the Himalayas with relative ease.

Designing and Piloting Climate Smart Living among the Communities on the GHT
Although GHT-CSCT was successful in achieving its objectives of raising awareness about the
climate change situation along the GHT, and in promoting sustainable tourism as an adaptation
strategy, much work remains to be done to properly realize the vision of developing GHT as
‘World’s First Climate Smart Trail.’ Along with compiling, collating of pictures, videos and
stories from the GHT-CSCT, HCI is currently conducting a ‘Research on Climate Adaptation
Needs of Communities in Nepal’s Himalayas along the Great Himalayan Trail’ in 20 districts
along the GHT. HCI does recognize that such research needs to be even more comprehensive,
and therefore needs much bigger resource. Yet, on the basis of this research, HCI is working on
developing a ‘Climate Smart Living framework’ based on a list of indicators to help build GHT
into a model sustainable tourism development project. The implementation of this model, if
successful, will pave the way for finding a practical way of developing GHT in a climate smart
way.
The GHT promises increased economic activities in the region by driving tourism related
enterprises along the trail. Sustainable and climate resilient tourism has been identified as one of
the most promising adaptation strategies to the rapidly changing conditions of the mountains,
generating much needed resources for the adaptation process while reducing social and economic
vulnerabilities of the communities. Since the GHT is in a very early phase of its development, it
is of utmost importance to make the communities aware of the nature and scale (physical as well
as temporal) of the impacts of climate change and also that of necessity to develop climate smart
development options to promote a model of sustainable tourism led growth in the region before it
ventures on an irreversible and unsustainable development path. Development of the GHT as a
climate smart one will not only provide a model for emulation in similar regions in the world but
also help add brand value to the trail further stimulating growth in the future.
Climate Smart Living is an eight sectors based framework to find the practical way of
developing the Great Himalaya Trail (GHT) in a climate smart way based on four pillars, viz.,
Climate Awareness, Climate Adaptation, Low Carbon Development and Governance- all of
them reinforcing each other . The eight sectors are water, agriculture, forest and biodiversity,
health and sanitation, energy, infrastructure, waste and disaster and identified on the basis of
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severity of climate change impacts on these sectors along the GHT. HCI is attempting to
develop a sustainable and replicable model of Climate Smart Living along the GHT.
Currently, HCI is in the process of developing a framework with 25 indicators of climate smart
living in the Himalayas. The indicators will act as target to measure the 'Climate Smartness' of
the communities against the benchmarks, and try and address the issues most urgent and
important for them.
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